
Minutes of the York Law 
Society General Meeting 

 

 

The  First General meeting of the York Law Society 2018/19 was held: 

Date: Thursday 31st May 

Time: 12:14 - 13:00  

Location: V/N/123 

 

Executive Members Present: 

President: Adam Hill (Present) 

Vice President: Zayn Govani (Present) 

Treasurer: Senal Premarathna (Present) 

Secretary: Jack Manton (Present) 

 

Committee Members Present: 
Formal declarations of absence from the following: 
 
Name: Ikki                          Role: Sports Secretary 
Name: Paraskevi               Role: Chief Ebor Lex Editor 
Name: Aliya                       Role: Pro-Bono Officer 
Name: Panos                    Role: Webmaster 
Name: Thomas                 Role: Head of Non-Law  
 

The rest of the Committee Members were present alongside numerous society members.  

Call to Order 
Meeting called to order at time commencing 12:14 
 
The following agenda to be discussed: 

a. Motion One 
b. Motion Two 



c. Motion Three 
d. Motion Four 
e. Motion Five 
f. Motion Six 
g. Motion Seven 
h. Motion Eight 
i. Motion Nine 
j. Motion Ten 
k. Motion Eleven 
l. Motion Twelve 
m. Motion Thirteen 
n. Motion Fourteen 
o. Motion Fithteen 
p. Motion Sixteen 
q. Motion Seventeen 

 
 

Motion One - Implementation of Section 1 of the new constitution.  

The motion raised aimed to clarify the aims and purposes of the law society found within 
section one of the constitution.  
 
Motion passed with unanimous approval.  
 

Motion Two - Implementation of Section 2 of the new constitution.  

The motion raised aimed to implement the ratification section of the original constitution into 
section two of the new constitution.  
 
Motion passed with unanimous approval.  
 

Motion Three - Implementation of Section 3 of the new constitution.  

Motion three regards the implementation of a discrimination and bigotry policy into section 
three and schedule six to repeal the current “CODE OF CONDUCT” section. This is 
significant as it adds a zero-tolerance policy. It will apply to all society members even if they 
are a member of the committee. Further information on this policy can be found on the drive.  

Motion passed with unanimous approval. 

 



Motion Four - Implementation of Section 4 of the new constitution.  

Motion four regards the clarification of the “MEMBERSHIP” section of the constitution. 
More significantly it adds an appeal process if a membership is terminated. Furthermore it 
clarifies that it will be the president which terminates the membership, not the society itself. 
This in effect grants the president power to terminate membership.  

 

It should be noted this motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

A discussion happened which raised a possible issue of abuse. This led to a proposed 
modification that the appeal process should only focus on the process of termination than any 
other factors.  

 

This modified motion also passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Five - Implementation of Section 5 of the new constitution.  

Motion five regards the clarification of the various committee roles and the duties expected of 
each office. More significantly it empowers the York Law Society to overrule the heads of 
the sub-societies by a unanimous vote of the executive. For clarifications sake these are; 

1. Ebor Lex 
2. Mooting Society 
3. Aspiring Solicitors 
4. Bar Society 

A discussion ensued were the heads present agreed to this power on a condition that the 
power is clearly defined. This power should only be used if the head of each sub-society 
performed an action which would amount to a breach of a constitutional action or a breach of 
agreement, such as a sponsorship agreement.  

 

This modified motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Six - Implementation of Section 6 of the new constitution.  

Motion six regards meetings; How they are conducted and by whom. It aims to repeal the 
original constitutions section on meetings. Significantly it clarifies that any committee 
member is capable of bringing a motion.  

 



Motion passed with unanimous approval. 

 

Motion Seven - Implementation of Section 7 of the new constitution.  

Motion seven regards the format of the “Annual General Meeting”. It aims to set a fair 
hustings format. More significantly, no candidate should be able to receive help when asked 
questions. It provides members a clear idea of how to run for elected committee positions.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Eight - Implementation of Section 8 of the new constitution.  

Motion eight regards the process regarding “Extra Ordinary General Meetings”. The section 
sets out a clear process on who can raise one and what should happen. The primary aim of 
these meetings is for the safeguard of the society. An example meeting may include a vote to 
remove a member of the executive.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Nine - Implementation of Section 9 of the new constitution.  

Motion nine regards the disciplinary process committee members may be subjected to if there 
is conflict. The section states a clear, objective and reasonable process should be followed. 
The power to issue a “Vote of No Confidence” or “VNOC” is now defined within the 
constitution under this section.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Ten - Implementation of Section 10 of the new constitution.  

Creation of an appeal process regarding the disciplinary process set out within section 9 (see 
above).  

 

A discussion happened to determine that the appeal should focus on the process in a similar 
vein to motion Four.  

 



Both the original and amended motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Eleven - Implementation of Section 11 of the new constitution. 

Motion Eleven regards the alignment of YUSU policy and constitutional accountability for 
the societies finances. This will have no impact on how the society is currently run, it is 
formality.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Twelve - Implementation of Section 12 of the new constitution.  

This will transfer the original “CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS” section into the new 
constitution.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

Motion Thirteen - Implementation of Section 13 and 14 of the new 
constitution.  

This motion regards transferring the “Indemnity” and “YUSU Training” sections into the new 
constitution.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

 

Motion Fourteen - Implementation of Schedule 2 of the new constitution.  

The motion regards the delegation of powers relating to the appointed representative of 
Aspiring Solicitors. This removes the AS representatives right to act as a signatory and makes 
it clear that only the President, Treasurer and Secretary can be signatories to the society.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

 



Motion Fithteen - Implementation of Schedule 5 of the new constitution. 

This motion regards the appointed committee offices. It states to clarify how the society must 
form interview panels, treat interview notes and resolve disagreement between appointments 
between the old and new executive. Significantly, the incoming executive committee will 
have ultimate final say on disagreements.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

  

Motion Sixteen - Implements Schedule 3 into the new constitution.  

Implementation of a data-protection policy in line with YUSU regulations and incoming 
GDPR.  

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval.  

 

 

Motion Seventeen 
The name of the bar officer will be changed to “Head of Bar” for clarification purposes. 

 

Motion passed with unanimous approval. 

 

Future business that needs attention. 

1. Creation of a York Law Society Snapchat account. 
2. Jack (Secretary) is the make a document explaining how to use Freedcamp.  
3. Society to purchase a “device” (TBD) to contain all accounts and records of the York 

Law Society.  

 

 



Other Discussions 

There are concerns over the use of group chats. Could people please start to bring their 
business onto Freedcamp. Zayn (Vice President) will be ensuring this occurs and nagging 
everyone.  

Meeting Terminated: 13:00  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


